


Living on the Land

s As people have farmed 
and built cities, the land 
has been dramatically 
changed.

s Meadows and grasslands were plowed for farming.

s Forests were cut down for building materials or fuel.

s Today land is cleared for manufacturing, businesses, 
housing, and roads.



Using Earth’s Land

s Each year, millions of acres 
of land in North America 
are developed for building 
roads and expanding cities.

s Development of living space is necessary. 

s However, it must done carefully in order to preserve 
land for farming and agriculture, as well as land for 
wildlife.



Using Earth’s Land

s Farming practices can have positive or negative 
impacts on land.

s In the past, many farmers planted the same crop on 
the same land year after year.

s Some farming practices 
can help the soil.



Using Earth’s Land

s Farmers can plant cover crops that 
enrich the soil.

s Cover crops may have some 
characteristics that other crops do 
not.

s For example, the roots of cover crops are usually larger 
than the roots of other crops, which helps loosen the soil.

s When the cover crop dies, farmers can till the remains 
into the soil. 

s This enriches the soil for the next crop. 



Using Earth’s Land

s Farmers may also rotate crops.

s They do this by planting different 
crops in different fields or by not 
planting in one field for one 
season.



Using Earth’s Land

s Recall that soil and other minerals 
resources taken from the land are              
nonrenewable resources.

s It takes a long time for soil to form.

s Typically, the longer soil must form, the more 
nutrients and organic matter it contains.

s These nutrients are important for plants and crops 
to grow and carry out their life functions.

s If soil is removed, or if it loses its nutrients through 
overuse, it could take many years for the soil or the 
nutrients to be replaced.



Scripture 
Spotlight

God had a plan to help the children of Israel preserve the 
nutrients in their soil. Read about this in Exodus 23:10-11 

and Leviticus 25:4-7, 20-22. What was God trying to teach 
the people about land use?

God tells the people to harvest their crops for six years 
but to let the fields rest in the seventh year. He is 
teaching them to use the soil wisely so it retains its 
nutrients.



Using Earth’s Land
Earth’s Forests

s Since ancient times, people 
have used wood as a 
construction material and 
burned it as fuel.

s The giant cedars of Lebanon were used to panel 
King Solomon’s temple and palace.

s These cedar trees once grew in vast forests.



Using Earth’s Land
Earth’s Forests

s By the end of the nineteenth century, people 
realized they needed to conserve forest resources 
and use them sustainably.

s To use a forest sustainably means to use only what 
we need and conserve the rest for future 
generations.

s These forest practices must 
be economical and good for 
the environment and must 
meet the needs of society.



Using Earth’s Land
Earth’s Forests

s Forestry is the science of 
managing forests.

s In the past the practice of clear-
cutting, a process in which large 
areas of forest are cut down, 
destroyed huge expanses of 
forest.

s Clear-cutting is now discouraged.

s Instead selective logging is practiced in which parts 
of forests are cut while other parts are preserved.



Using Earth’s Land
Earth’s Forests

s When forests are used 
wisely, they are a 
renewable resource.

s To ensure that forests 
are sustained, most 
states and provinces 
require that new trees 
be planted after the 
forest has been cut.



Using Earth’s Land
Earth’s Forests

s In some countries, another type of 
forests that might be cut is an 
old-growth forest.

s Old-growth forests contain trees 
that are hundreds or thousands of
years old.

s These trees can usually recover from natural events 
such as windstorms and fires.

s However, human activities such as logging harm 
these forests.



Using Earth’s Land
Earth’s Forests



Scripture 
Spotlight

Nehemiah 10:31 lists things the Israelites promised to do 
after returning from exile. How did they want to use the 

land?

Let the land be unplowed and unseeded for a season.



Using Earth’s Freshwater

s In the previous lesson, you 
studied the uses of Earth’s 
ocean.

s Now, think about how you and 
your family use freshwater.

s As the human population has grown and expanded 
into arid regions, freshwater is not as available as it 
once was.

s The use and management of water impacts the land.



Using Earth’s Land

s One-way people get the 
freshwater they need is to 
control the flow of rivers 
by building a dam.

s A dam stops or slows the 
flow of a river and creates 
a reservoir of freshwater.



Using Earth’s Land

s The Colorado River flows across 
the southwestern United States 
to the Gulf of California.

s Dams built along the river had 
reduced the river’s flow.

s Much of the water from the 
Colorado River no longer reaches 
the gulf.



Using Earth’s Land

s Think about the water that comes through the 
faucet in your home.

s Many people get their water from aquifers beneath 
the ground.

s An aquifer is a layer of sand, gravel, or permeable 
rock that contains water.

s Permeable means that the 
rock has holes, or pores, in 
it through which water 
can flow.



Using Earth’s Land

s The water that is storied in 
an aquifer comes from 
rainwater and 
groundwater.

s To use the water, people dig wells into the aquifer 
and pump out the water.

s Many people think that if their water comes from a 
well, then they are not affecting the water supply.

s This is not true.



Using Earth’s Land

s Digging wells affects the 
water supply, and it affects 
the land.

s Over pumping an aquifer 
can cause the aquifer to dry 
up.

s In some cases, this can cause the ground above the 
aquifer to collapse or sink, forming a sinkhole.



Using Earth’s Land
s One over used aquifer is the Ogallala 

Aquifer, which extends from South 
Dakota to Texas.

s People have used this aquifer to 
change the plains into farmland.

s Without the water from this aquifer, the plains could 
not support crops.

s Farmers are removing water from the aquifer at a 
faster rate than the aquifer can recharge.

s It some areas, it is taking longer for the aquifer to 
recharge than it did in the past.



Using Resources Wisely

s Resource management is the study of how to use 
resources wisely.

s One example of good resource management is 
selective logging instead of clear-cutting as 
discussed earlier in the lesson.

s Biologists also monitor 
these areas to make sure 
human activity is not 
harming native plants or 
animals.



Using Resources Wisely

s Another resource that can be 
conserved is water.

s In the Southwest, many people 
have rock yards or native plants 
instead of grassy lawns.

s These drought-tolerant gardens reduce water use.

s Also to conserve water in some areas farmers use 
drip irrigation to send water right to plant roots so it 
does not evaporate.


